PERSUASIVE ESSAY MILK
Most people have been drinking milk for all our lives, thinking that it has been beneficial to our health. But studies in the
past few years have.

Raw milk should be an option for everyone Also, it has many flavors Secondly, breast milk helps ensure
nutritional First of all, breast milk provides the correct balance of fat and protein for an infant. Due to the fact
that the human body is built for survival, PRAL then triggers a reaction to protect the kidneys and urinary tract
from the acidic protein. However, with the increasing number of researches and studies debunking the milk
myth, many are realizing the harms milk poses to ones health. Well according to the U. To inform classmates
of the problems associated with not drinking milk c. How might you establish points of difference from your
competitors selling milk? And probably many regular soda drinkers are aware that soft drinks are bad for the
health. Some of the ingredients found in milk that are necessary for our bodies The total market The ultimate
reason is to give the offspring all of the vitamins and minerals in milk that will allow them to grow big and
strong, while also filling their appetite. Abstract 15 2. Taylor Swift! Many people use milk for breakfast such
as on cereal, putting in their coffee or simply as a glass of milk with toast. Extensive research has been done
on each of these subjects and the amount of research that was found against was the same amount as was And
humans are in the odd position of being the only animals that consume milk after the weaning period.
Marketing and advertising of milk has greatly changed What is the ongoing debate about, and what are the
issues and evidence? This small study was done to find if people have seen the advertisement and if they are
able to recall the TVC. If you asked each person on the street what they would choose, milk chocolate One
such thing that it has been repeatedly said to cure is people with lactose intolerance. Muscle Milk is not only
designed with athletes or body builders in mind, but can be beneficiary to a wide range of individuals seeking
to be stronger, healthier, leaner, livelier or bigger. So what is it about this drinks that make them more popular
than our pure and vital water? Unlike sterilization, pasteurization is not intended to kill all micro-organisms in
the food. To have the right nutrients and having vitamin C to be healthy Drinking milk for the calcium to help
their bones and development. These were divided in three categories viz. Breast milk is the most positive and
natural way to feed a baby. As children grow and develop they need to have the right food to support their
development. When I decided to add soy to my diet, I discovered there was a lot I did not understand about
soy. Energy drinks due to its bad impact on human health also not considered as a good approach to get instant
energy. Milk, as presented, is neither fresh, nor natural, does not meet the nutrients requirement of humans,
and weakens the body due to the fact that it is incompatible with the digestive system. To inform classmates
the health benefits to drinking 3 glasses of milk per day b. They see him as a credible character that devotes
his life to saving the damsels in distress. Milk allergy is an adverse immune reaction Acknowledgments 11 9.
What is milk? Grolier International Encyclopedia. Introduction 3. Should the FDA do more investigating into
the safety of these so-called energy drinks? In fact, most are also injected with rBGH, a genetically engineered
form of bovine growth hormone used in order to artificially increase milk production.

